














The Liberal International Order Was Established by the 1946 
Reorganization of Anglo-American Military Alliance to Anti-
Soviet Mission!—The Truman-Montgomery White House 
Meeting on September 11, 1946 and Its Related Developments
柴 山 　 太
Futoshi Shibayama
G. John Ikenberry, by introducing the notion of Liberal International Order (LIO), made a re-
markable contribution to the reviving of the Cold War Studies (he also uses another new concept, 
Liberal Internationalism as an evolved concept for advancing and widening LIO). With his LIO 
concept, it is possible to understand three historical periods, namely the Cold War, the post-Cold 
War, and the present as one historical continuity. However, his approach is haunted by common 
mistakes of distinguished historians and scholars of international relations; particularly, they 
have mistaken the beginning and basic organization of Western military alliances, which even 
Ikenberry acknowledges as the most significant basis of LIO and Liberal Internationalism. The 
network of Western military alliances began with neither the North Atlantic Treaty in 1949 nor 
even the Dunkirk Pact in 1947, but with the reorganization of Anglo-American military alliance 
from anti-Axis to anti-Soviet in 1946. It was the Anglo-American (in fact, Anglo-American-
Canadian) military alliance, though informal (meaning the lack of treaty), which became the very 
basis of the network of Western alliances, and, certainly, it inherited quite a lot from the wartime 
Anglo-American alliance, in organizations, institutions, and norms, besides the common lan-
guage and culture, the spectacular advantage in forming and continuing the alliance. This article 
illustrates the final phase of the reorganizing process at the White House meeting on September 
11, 1946, where President Harry S. Truman approved the request by CIGS Field Marshal Bernard 
L. Montgomery to start the Anglo-American-Canadian military talks, obviously against the 
Soviet Union, not against any other. Actually, this was the last page of the reorganization, while 
my another article “The Outbreak of the Cold War as an International History” (2019-2020) de-
scribes the early process of the reorganization, which started among the Anglo-American mili-
taries even before the Fulton Address of March 5, 1946. The 1946 Anglo-American alliance was 
global in nature, not regional, and it intended to establish Anglo-American co-hegemony and 
tame the Soviet Union to peacefully live in the hegemony. As my other article “Military Origins 
of NSC-68” (2000) illustrates, only after the beginning of 1948, the U.S., the U.K., and Canada, 
due to intensified Cold War struggles, started formulating detailed war plans against the Soviet 
Union, for emergency, mid-term, and long-term, with an organization map of world-wide com-
mand and force deployment. But, as this article (2021) covers, their process of sharing a strategic 
concept, the very basis of common war planning, started with General Dwight D. Eisenhower’s 
論文（Article）
talks with British Chiefs of Staff Committee in October 1946, now supported by the Presidential 
approval at the WH meeting with Monty. Though additional in nature, this article covers the re-
lated developments with the final reorganization process and the beginning of military planning. 
In late 1946, the U.S. government and military as well as the U.K. counterparts believed that 
they enjoyed a distinguished superiority in war-making power, though potential in total war style 
of warfare, and that the Soviets were then suffering from wartime exhaustion and huge human 
losses. This article shares an episode that Swiss via ex-primer Winston S. Churchill requested 
a possible assistance from the U.K., in case the Soviet Union started a massive military rolling 
over the continental Western Europe. However, Prime Minister Clement R. Attlee with the sup-
port of the British military declined the Swiss concern with their more detailed studies on Soviet 
military power, which denied Swiss accounts of Soviet overwhelming power and its capabilities 
of quick response. Related with this episode, this article describes the present research level of 
post-war Soviet military planning, though not thorough at all. This article also describes Attlee’s 
failed “revolt” against Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin and Foreign Ministry as well as the British 
military on the issue of defending British sphere of influence in the Middle East and promoting 
an appeasement toward the Soviet Union. This episode illustrates how powerfully the Anglo-
American co-hegemony settled down inside the U.K. government and the military, up to the 
level of easily denying prime minister’s quest. Lastly, this article describes the episode of Joseph 
Stalin’s expressing his resistance, at the Kremlin meeting with Monty on January 10, 1947, 
against the establishment of Anglo-American military alliance for Anti-Soviet purpose, which 
also meant Anglo-American co-hegemony. Very few historians, dealing with the early Cold War, 
cover this episode, though most historians never failed to cover the Truman Doctrine, proclaimed 
on March 12, 1947. This article argues that, in retrospect, Stalin’s expression of resistance was a 
clear-cut declaration against the Liberal International Order. 
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